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Simple, fast, and reliable methods for the stability evaluation of tunnels can facilitate
the construction and development of tunneling projects. The problems related to
tunnel stability at this stage can be well analyzed via theoretical analysis method,
model test method, or numerical analysis method. On the other hand, those
methods are hard to be effectively analyzed these projects with higher
importance, shorter decision and design period, and more urgent construction
period. This paper proposed research works on the stability evaluation of clay
tunnels. Firstly, a state function with the variables of stress and strain state is
presented to predict the stress and strain states of surrounding rocks caused by
tunnel excavation, which characterize the physical-mechanical state of surrounding
rocks (also called stability state). Secondly, the non-linear deterioration of the
physical and mechanical properties of surrounding rocks will be simulated, and
the expressions and calculation methods of the tunnel stability reserve factor will be
yielded. Finally, the results of the proposedmethodwere comparedwith the strength
reduction method and the limit equilibrium method with a clay tunnel example. The
comparison between the three feature points of the arch crown, sidewall, and arch
bottom showed that the stability reserve factor of the clay tunnel was smaller than
those of the strength reductionmethod and the limit equilibriummethod. The values
of limit displacement obtained by the proposed method were closer to the field
monitoring data than that of the strength reduction method. Therefore, this study
could be better applied to the stability evaluation of clay tunnels.
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1 Introduction

Research in tunnel stability evaluation is very important for the safe construction and
operation of tunnel projects. Modern subway tunnels have short construction cycles and high
construction and operation safety requirements. Thus, tunnel engineers need to process the
project more rapidly, and more efficiently, and make stability analysis decisions accurately.
Therefore, tunnel stability evaluation is facing challenges i.e., rapid response, decision-making
judgment, prevention and disposal, and the need for further in-depth optimization.
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At present, the research methods of tunnel stability can be
summarized as the empirical, theoretical, experimental, and
numerical analysis methods (Song et al., 2001; Osman et al., 2006;
Son and Cording, 2008; Yang and Yang, 2009; Fraldi and Guarracino,
2010; Yang and Huang, 2013; Shiau and Al-Asadi, 2020; Song and
Marshall, 2020; Tan et al., 2020; Tyagi et al., 2020; Yertutanol et al.,
2020; Li L. P. et al., 2021; Pandit and Sivakumar, 2021; Liu et al., 2022a;
Zhang et al., 2022a; Zhang Z. et al., 2022; Hao et al., 2022; Lu et al.,
2022; Qin et al., 2022; Li et al., 2023; Xue et al., 2023). The primary
purpose of these methods is to obtain more effective and accurate
stability analysis results and provide a more reliable basis for the actual
tunnel construction and operation decisions. Early researchers (Broms
and Bennermark, 1967; Davis et al., 1979; Mair, 1979; Rowe and Kack,
1983; Assadi and Sloan, 1991a; Assadi and Sloan, 1991b; Leca and
Dormieux, 1991; Sloan and Assadi, 1991; Mair et al., 1993) usually
relied on the experience to evaluate the stability of tunnels due to the
lack of theoretical basis. The experience of tunnel construction is
accumulated with the development of geotechnical theory and
technology. The researchers (Lee and Park, 2000; Lyamin et al.,
2001; Wang et al., 2001; Lee et al., 2006; Fraldi and Guarracino,
2009;Wilson et al., 2011; Yang andHuang, 2011; Fan et al., 2013; Rojat
et al., 2015) considering more influencing factors to evaluate the
stability of tunnels and formed the corresponding stability
evaluation methods and techniques. The tunnel stability evaluation
methods have been developed by the emergence of more adverse
factors and complex environmental conditions with the continuous
development of tunnel construction. Since the researchers of tunnel
stability evaluation focus on the response of surrounding rocks’ stress
field and deformation field caused by tunnel excavation, tunnel model
tests (Marshall et al., 2012; Shiau and Al-Asadi, 2020; Song and
Marshall, 2020; Yertutanol et al., 2020; Lu et al., 2022; Sun et al.,
2022; Qin et al., 2023a; Qin et al., 2023b) is used to reveal the rule of the
stress field and deformation field of surrounding rocks by excavation.
The model’s test of tunnel experimental (Franza, 2019; Huang et al.,
2019; Zhang et al., 2020), in-situ, and centrifugal, can be well revealed
the failure pattern. The stress distribution and deformation
characteristics of surrounding rocks will help to understand tunnel
stability research. Researchers (Liu et al., 2020; Antão et al., 2021;
Fernández et al., 2021; Han et al., 2021; Nguyen and Nguyen-Son,
2022; Pelech et al., 2022; Zhuo et al., 2022; Qin et al., 2023c) established
numerical models based on the numerical method, e.g., finite element
method or discrete element method with the continuous improvement
of computer performance and the development of computing
technology. Numerical modeling is closer to the accurate geometric
scale, surrounding rock materials, loading effects, boundary
conditions, etc., and visualizes the process of surrounding rock
loading evolution. Numerical methods can solve the construction
problems faced by large tunnel projects effectively, and promote
tunnel engineering development. Currently, the methods of tunnel
stability are not limited to a narrow field. These methods (Sukkarak
et al., 2019; Shiau and Al-Asadi, 2020; Kumar and Jain, 2021; Li T. Z.
et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2022b; Zhang et al., 2022b; Man et al., 2022; Xue
et al., 2022; Xue et al., 2023) are not only applied to but also inspired by
other fields of research. The researchers of tunnel stability problems
still have the power of sustainable development.

Researchers are still trying to find more operational, more
straightforward physically meaningful, and applicable methods for
tunnel stability evaluation problems. In this paper, a clay tunnel
project is used as the case study, and the deterioration

characteristics of the physical and mechanical properties of
surrounding rocks are taken into account. The development of
surrounding rocks from the stable to the limit state until the
failure. This paper introduced a strategy for the deterioration of the
strength and deformation resistance of surrounding rocks for tunnel
stability evaluation.

2 State function of clay tunnel
surrounding rocks

The general failure of tunnel loading can be summarized into
two cases. The first one is the redistribution of stresses in
surrounding rocks and destabilization is yield due to the stress
is exceeded the limit value (the accumulated deformation before
stress failure may not exceed the limit). The second type of
instability is due to the cumulative deformation caused by
excavation-induced restraint relaxation exceeding the limit (the
stress state may not exceed the limit at this time). The basic idea of
the strength reduction method is to allow the material strength to
deteriorate until the material reaches its ultimate state. In general,
the failure of clay tunnels has been corresponding to both cases
described. The deterioration of the strength and deformation
resistance in surrounding rocks should take into account to
evaluate stability reserves.

According to the basic knowledge of solid mechanics, elastic
mechanics, and material mechanics, it is known that stress
redistribution occurs in clay strata due to tunnel excavation, which
leads to the change of stress-strain state in surrounding rocks. The
stress state at a point in surrounding rocks can be characterized by the
stress and strain of this point at this moment. So it assumed the
existence of a state function Fs, which was a function of the stress state
and strain state at a point in surrounding rocks. It was that the state
function could reflect the stress state characteristics of surrounding
rocks. The expression of the state function FS was as follows.

FS � f σ, ε( ) (1)
Where σ refers to the stress state at a point in surrounding rocks, and ε
refers to the strain state at a point in surrounding rocks.

According to the definition of the state function, when the stress
state or strain state of any point in surrounding rocks reaches the limit
state, it can be considered that the state function at that point reaches
the limit state at this time. There should be three limit states at a point
in surrounding rocks.

1) A point of surrounding rocks stress state and strain state have
reached the limit state: FSL � f(σL, εL);

2) Only the stress state at a point of surrounding rocks reaches the
limit state: FSL � f(σL, ε);

3) Only the deformation at a point of surrounding rocks reaches the
limit state: FSL � f(σ, εL).

FSL is the limit state function. The stability of the point can be
determined via the limit state function at a point of surrounding
rocks,

1) if FS � FSL, it is in the limit state;
2) if FS <FSL, it is in a steady state;
3) if FS >FSL, it is in the failure state.
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These can be used as guidelines to distinguish the stability state of
tunnel surrounding rocks. Then, these guidelines can play an
important role when the engineer needs to evaluate the tunnel
stability quantitatively. According to strength theory, the limit state
of surrounding rocks at a point can be considered as the limit stress or
strain state, which depends on the strength or deformation resistance
of surrounding rocks. Then, since the physical and mechanical
properties of surrounding rocks deteriorate during the
redistribution of stress due to excavation, the objective of
quantitative evaluation of the stability of surrounding rocks can be
achieved by characterizing the evolution of their deterioration.

3 Method of characterizing the
deterioration of surrounding rocks

The stability state evolution of the tunnel surrounding rocks can be
described as follows: stable to the limit state, and reach the failure. In the
whole state of the evolution process, the physical andmechanical state of
surrounding rocks is constantly changed, while the quantitative
evaluation of the stability reserve of the tunnel surrounding rocks
only needs to measure the “distance” between the physical and
mechanical state of the surrounding rocks at the stable and the limit
state. “Large distance” indicates that the surrounding rocks are more
stable. According to the strength theory, the limit state of a point of
surrounding rocks depends on its strength or deformation resistance,
while the failure state indicates that the physical and mechanical state at
that point exceeds the limit state. Therefore, the deterioration of the
physical andmechanical properties of the surrounding rock can be used
to bring it closer to the actual state of stress at that point. The
quantitative parameters which reflect the deterioration can be used
to measure the stability reserve of the tunnel surrounding rocks at that
point. This method considering the deterioration of the physical and
mechanical properties of surrounding rocks is called the strength-
deformation parameter deterioration method.

3.1 Principle of strength-deformation
parameter deterioration method

The stability reserve of a tunnel can be estimated via the strength-
deformation parameter deterioration method, and simulating the
deterioration of the physical and mechanical properties of
surrounding rocks reach the limit state. The failure mechanism of
the clay tunnel failure mechanism can be divided into tensile and shear
failure. Tensile failure also can be regarded as a generalized shear
failure. Therefore, at a point of surrounding rocks, the stress state can
be determined by its shear stress, and strength parameters can
characterize the shear strength. The strain state can be determined
by the deformation of that point, and the strength parameters and
deformation parameters can characterize the deformation resistance
at that point. A function (Eq. 2) that takes the shear stress and strain
state into account can represent the state of the point.

FS � f τ, ε( ) (2)
Where τ represents the shear stress state at this point of surrounding
rocks; ε represents the generalized strain state at this point of
surrounding rocks.

If the shear stress state or strain state of any point in surrounding
rocks reaches the ultimate stress state or ultimate strain state, the state
function at that point will reach the limit state. This paper established a
method taking the coupled deterioration of strength and deformation
resistance into account. To distinguish from the previous method,
which only considers the strength deterioration of surrounding rocks,
this paper assumed the limit state for the state function, as shown
below.

FSL � f σL, εL( ) (3)
The strength and deformation resistance deterioration process is

described as a form of strength and deformation resistance reduction,
such as the strength reduction method. Based on the above analysis
and the core idea of the strength-deformation parameter deterioration
method, the basic idea of this method was expressed as follows when
exploring the stability of clay tunnels by changing the limit state of
surrounding rocks at a certain point (FSL) and bringing it to the actual
state (FS0).

FS0 � FSL

D
(4)

Where D is the deterioration coefficient, which can measure the
quantitative parameter of the deterioration of physical and
mechanical properties at a point in surrounding rocks, and the
value is constantly greater than zero.

Then, combining Eqs. 2, 3, the strength-deformation parameter
deterioration method was expressed as that,

FS0 � FSL

D
� f

τL
Ds

,
εL
Dd

( ) (5)

Where FS0 denotes the actual state function at a certain point of the
tunnel surrounding rocks, and, Ds, Dd are the strength deterioration
coefficient and the deformation resistance deterioration coefficient
respectively, and their values are not less than zero.

The strength-deformation parameter deterioration method is
applied by first reducing the shear strength and the deformation
resistance simultaneously, stopping the iterative calculation once
the tunnel is in the limit state. The shear strength corresponds to a
strength deterioration coefficient and deformation resistance
deterioration coefficient (which Ds may be different from the
value of Dd). The stability reserve factor of tunnel surrounding
rocks can be defined as the ratio of the maximum shear strength
and the maximum deformation resistance of the tunnel
surrounding rocks to the actual shear stress or deformation by
the external load, without taking into account the influence of
water and dynamic factors.

Sf � D � FSL

FS0
(6)

According to Eqs. 4, 5, the stability reserve factor of the tunnel
surrounding rocks Sf is equal to the deterioration coefficient D. When
considering the non-linear characteristics of the overall physical and
mechanical property deterioration, the values of the strength
deterioration coefficient Ds and the deformation resistance
deterioration coefficient Dd may be different. According to the
definition of the limit state, the stability reserve factor at a point of
the tunnel surrounding rocks could be obtained according to the
minimum principle.
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Sf � min Ds,Dd( ) (7)

The parameters affecting the shear strength of the clay are
cohesion c and the internal friction angle φaccording to Coulomb’s
law. The parameters of the deformation resistance of clay are as
follows: the cohesion c and the internal friction angle φ, Young’s
modulus E, and Poisson’s ratio ν. Eq 5 can be expressed as

FS0 � FSL

D
� f

c + σ tanφ( )
Ds

,
ε c,φ, E, ]( )

Dd
[ ] (8)

Eq 8 can be expressed as

FS0 � f τ0, u0( ) � f τL, εL( )
D

� f
c

Dc
,
φ

Dφ
,
E

DE
,
]
D]

( ) (9)

Dc, Dφ, DE and D] are the deterioration coefficients of cohesion,
the internal friction angle, Young’s modulus, and Poisson’s ratio,
respectively.

Then, according to Eqs. 6, 8, the stability reserve factor of
surrounding rocks can be further calculated.

Sf � min Dc,Dφ, DE,D]( ) (10)

3.2 Calculation of the deterioration
coefficients

Coulomb’s law can also be expressed by the shear strength of
clay as

τL � c0 + σ tanφ0 (11)
The strength deterioration coefficient of clay can be obtained by

referring to the principle of the strength reduction method. For
example, c0 and tanφ0 are reduced by Ds, respectively.

τ � c0
Ds

+ σ
tanφ0

Ds
(12)

Where c0 and φ0 are the actual cohesion and the actual internal
friction angle of surrounding rocks at this moment, respectively.
Previous researchers (Duncan and Chang, 1970; Lade and Duncan,
1975) proposed to fit the triaxial stress-strain relationship of clay with
a hyperbolic curve, in which Young’s modulus can be expressed as the
tangential modulus. Then, Young’s modulus of the clay can be
calculated by the following equation.

Ei � 1 − Rfs( )2E0 (13)

Where E0 is the initial Young’s modulus of clay, Ei is Young’s modulus
(also tangential modulus) of the clay in the ith state via the parameter
reduction; the deviatoric stress ratio of the clay is expressed as s � (σ1−σ3)

(σ1−σ3)f;
the clay failure ratio is expressed as Rf � (σ1−σ3)f

(σ1−σ3)ult. (σ1 − σ3) is the
deviatoric stress; (σ1 − σ3)f is the yield strength. (σ1 − σ3)ult refers to
the ultimate value of deviatoric stress corresponding to the horizontal
asymptote of the hyperbola, and can be determined by laboratory tests.

From Eq. 13, the deterioration coefficient of Young’s modulus can
be calculated by the following equation.

DE � E0

Ei
� 1

1 − Rfs( )2 (14)

According to Eq. 14, we will obtain the following expressions.

σ1 − σ3 � 1 − DE( )−0.5[ ] σ1 − σ3( )ult (15)
If let (σ1 − σ3)ult � (σ1 − σ3)f

σ1 − σ3 � 1 − DE( )−0.5[ ] σ1 − σ3( )f (16)

According to the Mohr-Coulomb theory, the yield strength can be
expressed as the following equation.

σ1 − σ3( )f � 2c cosφ + 2σ3φ
1 − sinφ

(17)

σ1 − σ3 � 1 − DE( )−0.5[ ] 2c cosφ + 2σ3φ
1 − sinφ

( ) (18)

Therefore, when c0 and φ0 are reduced by the strength
deterioration coefficient Ds, the new cohesion and internal friction
angle can be substituted into Eq. 18. It also indicates the effect of the
deterioration coefficient of Young’s modulus DE on the stress state. It
could also characterize the non-linear deterioration of the physical and
mechanical properties of the clay tunnel surrounding rocks.

It was found that Poisson’s ratio change on stress, strain, and
displacement could be far less than the impact of other parameters, so
Poisson’s ratio deterioration was not considered here.

3.3 The physical meaning of the strength-
deformation parameter deterioration method

The specific physical meaning of the strength-deformation
parameter deterioration method was given in Figure 1. The
coordinate of a point on the constitutive curve is (τ0, ε0), which
means the actual stress and strain state of surrounding rocks. The
horizontal line in Figure 1 is the asymptote of the hyperbola, which is
mainly controlled by c and φ, reflecting the strength of the clay,
(σ1 − σ3)ult; Reducing the value of cohesion c and internal friction
angle φ, the horizontal asymptote keeps moving downward. However,
this process is consistent with the strength reduction method. If only
change the strength parameters of surrounding rocks are changed and
the initial Young’s modulus E0 is kept constant (the line OA as shown

FIGURE 1
Non-linear stress-strain relationship in hardening soil.
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in Figure 1), the strength changes from (σ1 − σ3)ult1 to (σ1 − σ3)ult3
and close to the actual stress state τ0, the strain state at this time is not
close to or consistent with the initial strain state. However, at the same
time, Young’s modulus E0 degrades to E2 in the process of strength
deterioration, as shown in line OC, then the stress state at the yield
point at this moment is closer to the stress state and strain states are
closer to the actual stability states (τ0, ε0).

In summary, the actual state changes of surrounding rocks
deterioration during tunnel excavation and the stability evaluation
of clay tunnels with non-linear behavior can be better simulated by the
strength-deformation parameter deterioration method (simultaneous
reducing of the cohesive force c, the internal friction angle φ, and
Young’s modulus E). Both the strength and deformation parameters
can be reduced by the same scale factor when simulating the
deterioration process of the physical and mechanical properties of
surrounding rocks, and the different contributions of these parameters
to the limit state can also be reflected. At the same time, when the
strength and deformation resistance of surrounding rocks is
weakened, the displacement of surrounding rocks at a point will
increase, making the surrounding rocks more prone to instability.
The cohesion, internal friction angle, Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio
of the deterioration coefficients and the scale factor β satisfy the
following relationship equation.

Dc � Dφ � DE � Dμ � β (19)

Generally, if the strength and deformation parameters are all
known, the stress, strain, and displacement of a point of
surrounding rocks can be calculated according to the relevant

theory of geotechnics. The strength or deformation parameters are
variables in these formulas and have different relationships with the
dependent variables (stress, strain, displacement), which also reflects
the different influences of these parameters. Therefore, in the
numerical analysis of clay tunnels using the strength-deformation
parameter deterioration method, the process of non-linear
deterioration of the physical and mechanical properties of
surrounding rocks can be better simulated, although the strength
and deformation parameters are reduced by the same scale factor. If
the clay’s physical-mechanical properties make surrounding rocks
reach the limit state at a point during the process, the tunnel stability
reserve factor is equal to the scale factor.

Sf � βL (20)

βL refers to the scale factor corresponding to the limit state at a
point of the surrounding rock.

To sum up, the key point of the strength-deformation parameter
deterioration method (referred to as “the proposed method”) is that
the strength and deformation parameters are continuously reduced
with the scale factor until the limit state. The specific calculation step is
shown in Figure 2.

3.4 Limit state conditions of tunnel numerical
model

Many researchers have proposed a variety of limit state criteria
for tunnel numerical model, among which the more widely used are

FIGURE 2
Calculation step of strength-deformation parameter deterioration method.
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1) the connectivity of the plastic zone, 2) the abrupt and accelerated
increase in strain or displacement at the feature points of
surrounding rocks, and 3) the non-convergence of numerical
calculation. This paper used a hyperbolic model to fit the stress-
strain relationship of clay, there was no plastic strain and plastic
zone. Then the above criterion 1) could not apply to this proposed
method, but it could still be used for the strength reduction
method.

The field monitoring data indicates that surrounding rocks may
have great deformation before the abrupt stress, strain, or
displacement change. Furthermore, adopting the hyperbolic
principal model, which is closer to the actual mechanical
behavior of the clay, also makes the numerical analysis of the
tunnel deformation field closer to reality. Finally, the displacement
(or strain) at a point of surrounding rocks is itself a comprehensive
response to the physical and mechanical properties of surrounding
rocks under the external load. Therefore, this paper adopted the
allowable relative convergence value between two measurement
points as a further criterion for identifying the tunnel stability state,
which can be described as follows: when the displacement (or
strain) changes abruptly and the calculation does not converge, if
the relative convergence value between two feature points in
surrounding rocks does not exceed the limit value, the tunnel
surrounding rocks is identified to be in the limit state.

For a clay tunnel, if the defined state function is a one-point
displacement function of the surrounding rock, then its limit state
corresponds to the displacement limit state. Table 1 shows the
allowable values of relative convergence ω of tunnels which can be
calculated by linear interpolation of the tunnel burial depth. The
allowable limit displacement uL at the feature point of the tunnel
can be calculated using the following equation.

uL � ωd

2
(21)

Where d is the diameter of the tunnel. The parameter depth is the
burial depth of the tunnel in Table 1.

4 Limit equilibrium method for clay
tunnel stability evaluation

4.1 The wedge-shaped failure mechanism of
surrounding rocks

This paper derived the analytical formula of the stability
reserve factor of the tunnel surrounding rocks via the limit
equilibrium analysis theory and took the more ideal clay
tunnel surrounding rocks loading mechanics model into

account, analogous to the slope safety factor idea. The limit
equilibrium method takes the failure mechanism of the wedge-
shaped block as an example according to Terzaghi’s theoretical
soil mechanics.

4.2 Mechanics of wedge-shaped collapsing
block in clay surrounding rocks

It assumed that the collapsing block is wedge-shaped in the
circular clay tunnel, and the stability reserve factor can be
calculated by the limit equilibrium method. The mechanics of
the wedge-shaped collapsing block (the block is rigid) is shown
in Figure 3, and clay conforms to rigid plastic constitutive relation.

y0 is the tunnel burial depth and d is the tunnel diameter.
According to symmetry, the right-hand part ABM of the wedge-
shaped collapsing block is chosen as the calculation object. The angles
between the wedge failure lines BM and the horizontal plane are θ, and
point M is the intersection point between the failure surface and the
tunnel boundary.

The stability reserve factor for the collapsing block can be
defined as:

Sf � PR

P1
(22)

Sf is the stability reserve factor of the tunnel surrounding rocks;
PR and P1 are the anti-slip force, and the slip force, respectively.

TABLE 1 Allowable values of relative convergence around tunnels and caverns (from GB50086-2015 in China).

Classification of surrounding rocks Allowable values of relative convergence, ω(%)

depth<50 m 50≤depth≤300 m 300<depth≤500

Ⅲ 0.10–0.30 0.20–0.50 0.40–1.20

Ⅳ 0.15–0.50 0.40–1.20 0.80–2.00

Ⅴ 0.20–0.80 0.60–1.60 1.00–3.00

FIGURE 3
Two-dimensional mechanical model of the wedge-shaped
collapsing block in a circular tunnel.
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4.3 Limit equilibrium analysis based on the
mechanical model of wedge-shaped failure

The static equilibrium equation of the wedge can be listed according
to Figure 3. The main loads in this model are as follows: G is the self-
weight of the right-hand collapsing blockABM, qv is the vertical loosening
pressure generated by the overlying soil and Pv is the combined vertical
pressure on the right-hand collapsing block ABM, qh1 and qh2 are the
upper and lower pressure of the horizontal pressure trapezoid acting on
the collapsing block ABM, Ph is the combined horizontal pressure force
acting on the collapsing blockABM, T is the shear resistance acting on the
collapsing block ABM, N is the normal force acting on the side BM.

P1 � G + Pv( ) sin θ + Ph cos θ (23)
PR � F (24)

F � c + qh tanφ( )LBM (25)
Where,

N � G + Pv( ) cos θ + Ph sin θ

G � γ · SABM, θ � π

4
+ φ

2
, qh � 1

2
qh1 + qh2( )

Where SABM is the area of the collapsing block ABM. γ, c and ϕ are the
bulk unit weight, cohesion, and internal friction angle of the clay,
respectively. According to the geometry relationship, the side length
LBM can be calculated via the equation as follows.

LAB

sin θ
� LBM

sin β
(26)

Where α and β are the angles between side AB and side BM and the
horizontal line, respectively, and satisfy β � π−α

2 .
The formula for calculating the vertical soil stress acting on the

collapsing block ABM is expressed as follows.

qv � LAB LABγ − c( )
2K0 tanφ

1 − e−2K0
y0
LAB

tanφ( ) (27)

According to the Gaussian curve of ground settlement (the
shadow area in Figure 3),

LAB � 2.5i, i � k y0 + d/2( )
Where i is the horizontal distance from the inflection point of the
ground settlement curve to the axis; k is the scale constant, generally
taken as k � 0.5.

The combined vertical pressure can be calculated by the following
equation for the collapsing block ABM.

Pv � L2
AB LABγ − c( )
2K0 tanφ

1 − e−2K0
y0
LAB

tanφ( ) (28)

Where LAB and LBM are the lengths of the sides AB and BM,
respectively; K0 is the lateral pressure coefficient.

The horizontal pressure acting on the sliding surface BM of the
collapsing block ABM can be calculated according to the following
equation.

Ph � qhLBM sin θ � 1
2
γL2

BM sin 2θ + σvLBM sin θ( )Ka (29)

where the parameter qh1 satisfies qh1 � qvKa, and the parameter qh2
satisfies the relation of qh2 � (qv + γLBM sin θ)Ka. Where Ka is the
active earth pressure coefficient, a dimensionless parameter.

Ka � tan2 π

4
− φ

2
( ) (30)

Finally, we can obtain the stability reserve factor for the clay tunnel
surrounding rocks by substituting the anti-slip force and slip force on
the sliding surface calculated from the wedge failure mechanics model
into Eq. 22.

5 An example application of stability
analysis of clay tunnels

5.1 Engineering overview and cross-sectional
geometry of a clay tunnel

The Yinchuan-Xi’an high-speed railway tunnel was used as a study
case in this paper. The tunnel mainly traverses across the loess plateau
area, and most of the strata powder clay layer. The tunnel section at
DK267+457.1 was selected for the study. The burial depth of the
tunnel at this location is 170.5 m, the span D is about 12.75 m, and the
height H is about 11.50 m. The radii of these arcs are R=10.50 m,
R1=8.78 m, R2=7.10 m, and R3=1.50 m, and the angle α is 62.03+. The
location of the feature points of the tunnel and the simplified model
was shown in Figure 4 (the feature points at the tunnel perimeter are
located at the arch crown, left and right sidewalls, and arch bottom
respectively). The above-mentioned feature points were arranged with
displacement monitoring devices, which mainly monitor their vertical
displacements and horizontal displacements.

To facilitate the validation of the proposedmethod, it was assumed
that the stratum is a single isotropic and homogeneous clay layer, and
the physical and mechanical parameters of the clay can be given in
Table 2. It was also assumed that the constitutive model of the clay is
hyperbolic and satisfies the Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion of non-
associated flow. To apply the strength reduction method, it assumed
the clay is an ideal elastic-plastic material, while all other conditions
are consistent. The length of the left and right boundaries of the
numerical model of the clay tunnel is more than 3 times the span from
the center axis of the tunnel. The left and right boundaries are

FIGURE 4
Schematic diagram of the shape, dimensions, and feature points of
the clay tunnel cross-section.
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respectively constrained horizontally, the bottom boundary is fixed,
and the upper boundary is free. This tunnel stability evaluation could
be considered a plane strain problem.

5.2 Analysis of the results of differentmethods

A numerical model for tunnel stability evaluation was developed
based on a tunnel section of the Yinchuan-Xi’an high-speed railway.
Firstly, the strength reduction method and the proposed method were
used to analyze the stability of the same tunnel finite element model;
secondly, based on the geometry and material parameters of this
tunnel, it was assumed that a wedge-shaped failure mechanism also
occurs in this tunnel, so that the limit equilibrium analysis method
could be used to calculate the tunnel stability reserve factor; finally, the
results of the three stability analyses were compared.

First of all, the key point of both the strength reduction method
and the method is to simulate the deterioration of the physical and
mechanical properties of surrounding rocks as realistically as possible,
and the scale factor is a quantitative description of the deterioration
mechanism of surrounding rocks so that the displacement of the
feature point of surrounding rocks will change with the change of the
scale factor. When the scale factor increases to a certain level, the
actual rock condition is at the limit, and the scale factor can be

regarded as the stability reserve factor of the tunnel, which is given by
the abrupt change of the displacement-scale factor curve at the point of
the scale factor (Figures 5–6). Although the scale factors of the
intensity reduction method and the proposed method are close in
the range of values, the results of these two methods are not only
different in value but also the physical meaning. The proposed method
not only simulates the deterioration process of the strength parameters
but also couples the deterioration process of the deformation
parameters of surrounding rocks, which is closer to reality.
Moreover, the strength reduction method only considers strength
deterioration in the analysis process, and can not represent the realistic
representation of the actual change in the deformation field of
surrounding rocks during the deterioration process for clay. The
constitutive relationship is consistent with either the elastic or
elastoplastic model.

The three feature points of the tunnel correspond to three key
locations, such as the arc crown, the sidewall, and the arc bottom.
The displacements of each feature point are different, and the
direction of displacement of the arc crown is vertical (settlement),
the direction of displacements of two feature points in the left and
right sidewall are horizontal, and these values are equal due to the
symmetry. The direction of displacement of the arch bottom is
vertical displacement (uplift). The displacement values of the
feature points based on the strength reduction method are

TABLE 2 Physical and mechanical parameters of clay.

Unit weight (kN/m3) Young’s modulus (MPa) Poisson’s ratio Cohesion (kPa) Internal friction angle (deg)

19.6 20.6 0.30 43.5 27.0

FIGURE 5
Scale factor versus vertical displacement of two feature points in
the crown and bottom of the arc.

FIGURE 6
Scale factor versus horizontal displacement of two feature points in
the sidewall.
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generally smaller than those based on this paper’s method when
the scale factor is less than one. However, the relationship
between the two magnitudes is reversed (Figures 5, 6; Table 3)
when the scale factor is greater than one. Meanwhile, the
allowable limit displacement of feature points (also as the
recommended limit displacement) can be calculated by Eq. 30,
according to the classification of surrounding rocks, the tunnel
depth, tunnel diameter, and the allowable values of relative
convergence specified in Table 4. The limit displacements of
feature points (the displacement value corresponding to the
abrupt curve change in Figures 5, 6 calculated by the proposed
method are closer compared with the recommended limit
displacement values. The actual deformation field in the tunnel
stability evaluation will be predicted via the proposed method. It
also reflects the variation of the displacement with the physical
and mechanical properties of the clay with a small scale factor
corresponding to the abrupt change in displacement. The analysis
results indicate that the actual stability reserve of the tunnel is
smaller than the evaluation results of the strength-deformation
method (Table 5). This paper took the strength-deformation
property deterioration of surrounding rocks into account to
reflect the actual stress or deformation fields and achieve the
goal of better evaluation of the tunnel stability reserve.

The stability reserve factor calculated by the limit equilibriummethod
based on the wedge-shaped collapsing block (θ=π/4+φ/2) is significantly
larger than the other two results significantly. The limit equilibrium
method can not reflect the actual state, because the tunnel cross section is
circular instead of the one shown in Figure 4. More assumptions will be
used in the calculation process of the limit equilibrium method. The

tunnel stability reserve factors obtained from the displacement-scale
factor curves of the different feature points are relatively close, despite
the different types and directions of displacement at the different feature
points. This analysis shows that the overall tunnel stability can also be
reflected by the stability reserve factor of a single point, and this method is
recommended in preference.

6 Conclusion

The method suggested in this paper provides a practical and
efficient way to evaluate the stability reserve of clay tunnels. The
following conclusions can be drawn based on theoretical analysis and
example calculation results.

1) The stress and deformation fields in the surrounding rock will be
redistributed by tunnel excavation. The state function FS is defined
with the stress state and strain state of a point as variables, which
can comprehensively characterize the stability state of the point at
this moment.

2) The formula for calculating the tunnel stability reserve factor Sf
from the actual state FS0 at a point of the surrounding rock and its
limit state FSL at a point of the surrounding rock is established with
the definition of the state function. Then, taking the non-linear
relationship between this limit state and the physical and
mechanical properties of the surrounding rock into account, the
non-linear deterioration of the physical and mechanical properties
of the surrounding rock is simulated to calculate the tunnel stability
reserve factor. The strength and deformation parameters that

TABLE 3 Displacement of each feature point with different scale factors (Unit: mm).

Feature points Strength reduction method The proposed method

β=0.6 β=1.5 β=2.0 β=0.6 β=1.5 β=2.0

1st 6.57 9.02 13.03 7.53 7.69 9.95

2nd 2.43 2.92 4.38 1.81 3.04 5.21

3rd 4.67 6.35 11.38 5.30 5.88 7.25

TABLE 4 Limit displacement at feature points in surrounding rocks obtained by different methods (Unit: mm)

Feature points Strength reduction method The proposed method GB50086-2015 (in China) Field monitoring

1st 9.95 10.44 6.42 12.35

2nd 5.65 6.01 7.05 8.71

3rd 8.96 11.38 6.65 16.22

TABLE 5 Stability reserve factors of the tunnel calculated by different methods.

Feature points Strength reduction method The proposed method Limit equilibrium method (wedge-shaped failure form)

1 2.03 1.85

3.562 2.13 1.96

3 2.17 2.01
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characterize the clay properties are discounted by a scaling factor
until the limit state is close to or equal to the actual state.

3) An analytical formula for the calculation of the tunnel stability
reserve factor by the limit equilibrium method is established based
on the physical model of wedge-shaped failure of the
surrounding rock.

4) The analysis results of a clay tunnel project example show that the
non-linear deterioration process of physical and mechanical
properties of the surrounding rock will be better predicted by
the proposed method in this paper. Compared with the strength
reduction and the limit equilibrium methods, could the proposed
method in this paper have more reliable quantitative evaluation
results of tunnel stability.

5) The analysis results in this paper could provide broader and
more valuable references in the study of clay tunnel stability
problems and also support the engineering practice. However,
tunnel stability is also closely related to construction factors
for the actual tunnel construction. Therefore, construction
factors such as construction methods and support forms
should be introduced into tunnel stability evaluation as
variables as well and guided the construction of tunnel
projects.
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